
In August and September, we saw 7.8 million page views to our 
interactive fire tracker project, including individual pages dedicated 
to the LNU Lightning Complex and Glass fires.

If there’s a typical breaking news story, this wasn’t it. This was a cascading di-
saster that unfolded not in an hour or a day, but over two months, relentlessly.

Starting in mid-August, a siege of dry lightning unleashed fires unprecedented 
even by California standards. Flames blasted into rural towns and cities. Smoke 
choked the sky. By season’s end, 9,600 fires had burned a record-setting 4.4 mil-
lion acres, destroyed 10,000-plus homes and businesses, and killed 33 people.

Though the stage had been set by drought, climate change and government failure, 
California was not prepared. There weren’t enough firefighters and evacuees confront-
ed the spreading coronavirus. But the Chronicle staff was prepared, after spending the 
previous three years reorganizing its entire newsroom around fire season.

The Chronicle staff — while covering a pandemic and an election and coping with 
the restrictions of remote work — documented the fires aggressively, 24 hours a day, 
with a varied and innovative array of journalism that gave readers critical informa-
tion even as it raised difficult questions about the state’s future. This included:
• On-the-ground reporting and a drumbeat of enterprise and investigative work;
• Vivid photography and videography;
• Nonstop “live updates” and news alerts;
• Multimedia tools including fire, air-quality and power-outage trackers;
• Podcasts and social media delivered in real-time from the field;
• Explainers on what readers needed to know to understand the story and be safe;
• Deep narrative storytelling that illuminated the human costs.
Here are some highlights of the coverage:
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CALIFORNIA’S 
WILDFIRE SIEGE

How the San Francisco Chronicle covered
the record-setting blazes of 2020



THE AUG. 19 LIGHTNING SIEGE: FIRST HOURS
3 a.m.: The 2020 fire disaster truly began in the early 
hours of Aug. 19, a few days after the first dry lightning 
strikes, when high winds pushed the LNU Lightning 
Complex fire into Vacaville. Reporter J.D. Morris had 
been monitoring the fires overnight and alerted Director 
of News Demian Bulwa to the danger. Within minutes, 
Metro Editor Greg Griffin and Director of Photography 
Nicole Fruge were sending reporters and photographers 
to the scene, 50 miles north of San Francisco. At the same 
time, other reporters and editors published updates on-
line.

Just after 3 a.m.: The main story on the fire updated doz-
ens of times over the next few hours, providing Bay Area 
residents with some of the only available information 
about the emergency.  READ IT AT:  https://trib.al/dVdZHGl

3:54 a.m.: Reporter Matthias Gafni, on his way to the 
scene, snapped his first photo from the Benicia-Martinez 
Bridge and tweeted it out, showing an ominous orange 
glow in the distance. 

4:22 a.m.: Gafni arrived in Vacaville to find embers fly-
ing, homes on fire and minimal firefighting resources. He 
was occasionally turned back by downed power poles and 
trees. He was, at one point, stung by a hornet. He shot his 
first video at 4:22 a.m. from the driveway of a home sur-
rounded by fire. 

4:24 a.m.: Photographer Scott Strazzante had worked the 
late shift the previous evening, getting off at 11 p.m. Just 
after 3 a.m., Fruge woke him up and sent him to Vacaville. 
He was the first Chronicle photographer to arrive, around 
4 a.m., and started making photos. His first image is from 
4:24 am.

On Aug. 19, we sent 154 tweets from our main account, the first one at 3:35 a.m. 
We sent 11 push alerts, the first at 3:54 a.m.
A breaking news email was sent just after 4 a.m.



7:24 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/VTEGLKD 

7:25 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/JFM4nje

9:45 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/9qNQjOi

9:58 a.m.
The Chronicle launched its “live 
updates” blog with a post from 
Vacaville. The updates would 
continue for the next two months, 
with around-the-clock posts from 
dedicated reporters and editors.

10:26 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/JzC3tAl 

11:05 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/9FzL0CU

1 p.m. 
READ IT AT: trib.al/9NKCcfK

4:27 a.m.: Gafni shot video of an entire street of homes 
and cars on fire, as propane tanks exploded.

4:29 a.m.: Gafni tweeted a photo of a house engulfed. 

5 a.m.: Strazzante came to a roadblock. After showing 
his credentials, a California Highway Patrol officer let 
him through, asking him to be careful. The reason be-
hind the officer’s warning soon became clear: Structures 
were ablaze on both sides of the road. Over the next thir-
ty minutes, Strazzante documented the destruction.

AUG. 19: CALIFORNIA WAKES TO HORROR
On that first day of destruction — the first of many days — the Chronicle newsroom shifted quickly into gear. 

Here are some of the stories the staff posted early Aug. 19:

Since Aug. 19, the LNU Lightning Complex page of our tracker has more than 230,000 page views.



By day’s end, The Chronicle had published more than a dozen stories, includ-
ing an on-the-ground account of another massive, deadly fire in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains; a scene piece from the Russian River area about communities ex-
hausted from repeated evacuations; and a look at the fire impact to businesses 
already crushed by the pandemic.

The photo team published 
its first visual essay from 
the scene of the fires at 
4:31 p.m., and then con-
tinuously updated it. 

4:27 a.m.: Gafni shot video of an entire street of homes and cars on fire, as propane tanks exploded. 

4:29 a.m.: Gafni tweeted a photo of a house engulfed. 

5 a.m.: Strazzante came to a roadblock. After showing his credentials, a California Highway Patrol 
officer let him, asking him to be careful. The reason behind the officer’s warning soon became clear: 
Structures were ablaze on both sides of the road. Over the next thirty minutes, Strazzante documented 
the destruction.

AUG. 19: CALIFORNIA WAKES TO HORROR
On that first day of destruction — the first of many days — the Chronicle newsroom shifted quickly 
into gear. Here are some of the stories the staff posted early Aug. 19:

Meanwhile, reporters in the field began talking about 
what they’d found in interviews with Director of News 
Demian Bulwa. Audio producer King Kaufman imme-
diately aired these on the flagship 
news podcast, Fifth & Mission. Gaf-
ni called in from a church parking 
lot for an episode published at 12:50 
p.m. Reporters Joaquin Palomino, 
Trisha Thadani, Aidin Vaziri and Esther Mobley reported 
on various aspects of the fires for a second episode that 
published at 6:10 p.m.

LISTEN HERE: 
https://pod.fo/e/26f9f 
 
LISTEN HERE: 
https://pod.fo/e/26f9e

4:31 p.m.
SEE IT AT: 
trib.al/qvLRezR



That was just the first day of wall-to-wall 
coverage. For the next eight weeks, The 
Chronicle rearranged its newsroom, staffing 
in three shifts around the clock and posting 
constant updates about the progress of the 
fires, the weather outlook, the status of pre-
emptive power outages launched by utility 
company PG&E, and the toll of damage.

Journalists produced enterprise stories 
every day — on the health dangers of smoke, 
failures in forest management, the firefight-
ing shortage and trouble housing evacuees. 
They documented how the soot-filled air 
was threatening vulnerable farmworkers 
and closing restaurants, which had relied on 
outdoor seating to deal with COVID-19.

The front page was dominated by the cov-
erage:

As part of our August and 
September wildfire coverage, 
we published:

1,335 tweets 

300 push alerts

218 Facebook posts

194 Instagram posts 

WEEKS OF NONSTOP COVERAGE

Critical to Chronicle readers was an investment the newspaper had made in 
automated trackers, in part due to the wildfire crisis.

As reporters and photographers worked within feet of the flames, these 
trackers provided data to readers seeking up-to-the-minute information. The 
“California Wildfire Tracker” drew perimeters around satellite-analyzed hot 
spots while the “Air Quality Tracker” showed how smoke was billowing across 
the region. For people living near potential fire zones, the “PG&E Power Outage 
Map” pinpointed where electricity was cut — or would be cut under the utility’s 
plans. In a time of need, this set of interactive tools developed in the Chronicle 
newsroom provided vital information — set free from the paywall — to hun-
dreds of thousands of Northern California residents.

On Sept. 9, 
“Orange Sky 
Day,” our air 
quality map saw 
71,938 page 
views.



The newsroom also launched a quick-strike effort to capture the fires 
through narrative reconstructions. These pieces were jointly reported 
and written by Lizzie Johnson and Matthias Gafni and edited by Greg 
Griffin and Lisa Gartner.

SEPT. 3
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/TuTFuzQ 

SEPT. 12
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/Iy78q0i 

SEPT. 18
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/9JEkrYG

SEPT. 9: ORANGE SKY DAY
On Wednesday, Sept. 9, smoke from the fires was so thick in the Bay Area 

that the sun never emerged, casting the sky a dark orange, evoking “Blade 
Runner” or the end of the world.

The Chronicle’s 6 a.m. reporter, Michael Cabanatuan, was used to starting 
his shift in darkness. But when 7 a.m. passed and the skies were still dark, he 
stepped outside. There was no fog, the usual cause of gloomy mornings. And 
there was no sun. He walked down his block in the city of Albany to normally 
busy San Pablo Avenue, where drivers were crawling along — headlights on. 
Some pulled over to stare at the sky or take pictures. The streetlights would 
stay illuminated for hours, fooled into thinking it was still dawn.



Cabanatuan and another veteran reporter, Steve Rubenstein, were tasked with 
capturing the mood of the day. They wrote, “Strange and foreboding it was. And 
how long it would last was, like the sky, unclear. For the first time ever, tomorrow’s 
sunrise no longer seemed a sure thing.”

The most difficult assignment was documenting the day visually, as Chronicle 
photographers spread across the city and region. One of them, Jessica Christian, 
wasn’t supposed to be on duty. She woke up in Oakland unsure what time of day 
it was due to the orange haze outside her window. After she was called in to work 
and set out to make pictures, the biggest challenge was finding the necessary white 
balance to convey through pictures the colors her eyes were seeing.

After walking around Oakland, she headed to San Francisco to capture the 
scene against some iconic landmarks. Arriving on the Embarcadero, she noticed 
that many people were simply staring at the sky. With the Bay Bridge in the back-
ground, she captured the striking photo of mask-wearing Eli Harik that ended up 
anchoring the front page.

If it was a day of worry, it was 
also one of tragedy. The fires 
that were causing the smoke 
would not let up — 28 major 
blazes were burning across 
California. On the same day 
the skies turned orange, the 
North Complex fire killed three 
people in Butte County while 
threatening Paradise, the town 
devastated by the historic Camp 
Fire two years earlier. Reporter 
Alexei Koseff reported on the 
tragedy from the scene, collabo-
rating with seven other report-
ers for the front-page story.  

READ IT AT: trib.al/hmXVCf8 

 

Former President Barack Obama 
and California Gov. Gavin Newsom 
tweeted Jessica Christian’s photos, 
with messages about the need to 
fight climate change.



The worst of the 2020 fire season was not over. On the morning of Sunday, Sept. 27, the Glass Fire 
ignited in Napa County — the cause remains unknown. That night and into the next day, high winds 
sent flames tearing through Napa and Sonoma counties, where they burned homes, wineries and 
hotels and prompted panicked evacuations. Chronicle journalists worked all night to deliver informa-
tion to readers.

Sunday, 10:08 p.m.: The Chronicle confirmed two of the first big losses to the Glass Fire, the Chateau 
Boswell Winery and the Black Rock Inn in the Napa Valley. Reporter Dustin Gardiner was dispatched 
from his Sacramento home to the scene. READ IT AT:  trib.al/ADaq713 

Sunday, 11:45 p.m.: Photographer Scott Strazzante, working all night after shooting the final San 
Francisco Giants baseball game of a coronavirus-shortened season, arrived in Santa Rosa before mid-
night and began making pictures.

Monday, 12:27 a.m.: Reporters Matthias Gafni and 
Sarah Ravani arrived on the eastern edge of Santa Rosa, 
a city devastated by a firestorm three years earlier. San-
ta Rosa was threatened by the Shady Fire, which soon 
merged into the Glass Fire. Gafni spoke to a mobile home 
park evacuee who picked up her elderly neighbor to 
leave. 

12:45 a.m.: Ravani arrived at Oakmont Gardens, a re-
tirement community on the edge of Santa Rosa, to find 
that the Glass Fire was barreling toward it. She captured 
video of dozens of seniors boarding city buses in smoke-
choked air, many in pajamas. 

1:50 a.m.: After Gafni joined Ravani to document the 
Oakmont evacuation, the pair planned to follow the 
last bus leaving the senior center to the evacuation site. 
But the fire had reached the road. Flames burned on 
both sides. Gafni followed the bus through thick smoke, 
flames and debris blasted by heavy winds, capturing 

SEPT. 27-28: ANOTHER MONSTER ERUPTS



the harrowing escape in a video that went viral. Ravani 
waited behind a fire engine, but could barely see in front 
of her due to the smoke. She was forced to find another 
route out of the area. 

2 a.m.: Once the bus reached the evacuation center, 
Gafni spoke to the driver who had taken the seniors 
through the flames, and found one elderly couple who 
had been evacuated two other times before. 

2:19 a.m.: Gardiner, working the overnight shift in the 
Napa Valley beginning about midnight, began tweet-
ing that the Glass Fire was chewing through hillsides 
and destroying dozens of homes, wineries and inns. 
He shared information about a group of neighbors 
who hunkered down as the fire raced toward them, 
using shovels and buckets of water to put out spot fires 
sparked by embers. 

2:24 a.m.: Within minutes of arriving in the Skyhawk 
neighborhood, Strazzante documented firefighters try-
ing to stop flames from jumping from home to home.

2:34 a.m.: Moving through the Skyhawk neighborhood, Strazzante confirmed 
numerous large homes were ablaze.

3:45 a.m.: Gardiner captured video of a winery burning down along Napa’s 
famed Silverado Trail, where the damage would be extensive.

4:48 a.m.: The Chronicle posted a full story on the devastation of the Glass 
Fire and the Oakmont escape that would update throughout the day.

4:48 a.m.
READ IT AT: 
trib.al/VqXL4wz



5:28 a.m.: After sending feeds and images to re-
porters from the evacuation center, Gafni drove 
around capturing firefighters struggling to control 
the fire, and talking to residents whose homes had 
been saved or lost. 

5:57 a.m.: The Chronicle published a second story 
on fire-weary Sonoma County residents, some who 
had lost homes in previous blazes only to see their 
rebuilt properties threatened again.  
READ IT AT: trib.al/eeQejrE 

10:35 a.m.: Gardiner, after catching a few hours of 
sleep in his car, returned to the front lines and inter-
viewed firefighters who had stopped the fire within 
about 40 yards of a neighborhood the night before.

11:54 a.m.: Then Gardiner traveled into the burn 
area to share updates about the destroyed wineries 
and inns. 

1:49 p.m.: Later, Gardiner heard that the Mead-
owood Napa Valley resort and its Michelin 3-star 
restaurant had caught fire. He rushed to capture 
video of the burning tennis courts, and wrote how 
fire crews fought to save much of the famed desti-
nation, even draining the swimming pool for water. 
READ IT AT: https://trib.al/sdUSwdL

The photo team 
published a visual 
essay at 2:37 p.m., 
and then continu-
ously updated it.

SEE IT AT: 
trib.al/IYalkWu

At 7 p.m., the graphics team 
published an interactive map 
showing all the fires that have 
scarred Wine Country since 2015.

SEE IT AT: 
trib.al/ABSd2Jg



SEPT. 28: INDUSTRY IN PERIL
The Glass Fire was a tipping point 
for Napa Valley’s signature indus-
try, with about 150 wineries within 
the evacuation zone. The Chronicle’s 
wine critic, Esther Mobley, spent the 
day communicating with sources 
to help dispatch reporters to places 
with suspected fire damage. Through 
that teamwork, The Chronicle broke 
the news of destruction or damage at 
several high-profile wine estates that 
day, including Castello di Amorosa, 
Fairwinds Estate, Tofanelli Family 
Vineyard, Hourglass and Hunnicutt. 
READ IT AT: trib.al/6y9drzk 

Mobley created a continuously updated  list of Napa win-
eries and vineyards affected by the fires, which would 
eventually number 27. READ IT AT: trib.al/n3Bg2Y2 

 
Rumors circulated on social media and in other publica-
tions that certain well-known wineries had burned, such 
as Rombauer and Schramsberg. On the morning of Sept. 
29, Mobley drove to the active zone of the Glass Fire to 
verify the status of these properties. She found the Rom-
bauer winemaker, Richie Allen, handling a Chardonnay 
fermentation outside an intact winery. The Chronicle 
published an article dispelling some of the false rumors. 
READ IT AT: trib.al/NBv74zF 

Mobley recorded an audio update from the grounds of 
Castello di Amorosa, where a farmhouse containing 
much of the company’s wine inventory had burned, for 
the Fifth & Mission podcast.

Mobley drove up Napa’s Howell Mountain, where she 
found the historic Burgess Winery in rubble and broke 
the news of its destruction. Barricades blocked her from 
the narrow road up Spring Mountain, where the fire was 
still burning, but she communicated by phone with win-
ery owners who had stayed behind to defend their prop-
erties, learning that wineries including Behrens Family 
had been destroyed. Others, like Barnett, Smith-Madro-
ne and Stony Hill, were continuing to battle back flames.

Over the next several days, Mobley continued to be the 
first to report on the damage to wineries as it became 
clear the Glass Fire was going to be the most destructive 
in Napa Valley history. The story became even more 
complicated for the industry when many wineries real-
ized they would not be able to make any wine from the 
2020 vintage due to smoke damage to the grapes — a ma-
jor development for a $40 billion statewide industry that 
Mobley covered in greater detail than any other outlet.



ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

The fires that erupted in September raised the fundamental question of 
whether California would be livable with a warmer climate. Journalists pub-
lished stories about residents who were underwater with inadequate insurance, 
or who moved away rather than face another fire season. They explored possi-
ble solutions to the crisis, including a massive expansion of controlled burns, 
the use of fire-resistant building materials, and the prospect of simply not re-
building in areas prone to big blazes.

And The Chronicle sought to capture it all through ambitious multimedia 
presentations. “California is on fire,” published Sept. 30, used a dynamic se-
ries of graphics and maps to illustrate and explain how the state had allowed 
its wildfires to spiral out of control.
EXPERIENCE IT AT: trib.al/skdGhNR  


